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After 2 years of unsuccessful fertility treatments and despite having 

a 6 or 7% chance of conceiving, Cassandra overcame the odds and 

became a single mother by choice at the age of 45 giving birth to a 

beautiful baby girl named Sandy in 2013.  Given her science 

background in biology she researched and applied many different 

alternative therapies during her quest to have a baby.  She 

discovered that just like athletes performing at elite levels fertility 

starts with mindset.  She has been researching and refining her 

proprietary program to help women make different lifestyle choices 

and knock out their fears to get and stay knocked up ever since.   

Cassandra Bach is the Founder and CEO of Wanna Get Knocked Up, 

a Fertility Mindset Expert, Environmentalist, Speaker and Singer.  

Holding a BSc. in Biology and a Post-Grad Certificate in Ecosystem Restoration she has 20 years-

experience in environmental protection and is well versed in the impact of toxins in the 

environment and food supply and their impact on fertility. She was interviewed by CBC news 

while pregnant several times and they even made a cast of her pregnant belly on air.  She is an 

authority on mindset and fertility and presents on a very emotionally charged topic in an 

informative and even entertaining manner.   

Featured Presentations: 

» Becoming Fearless to Create the Family of Your Dreams 

» Knock out your Fears to Get and Stay Knocked Up! 

Let Cassandra customize her presentations and tailor them to 

your event specifically. 

 

As featured on: 

  

Testimonial  

“We were blessed to have Cassandra 

speak at 4 of our One Woman 

FEARLESS events during our 

Canadian Tour!  Cassandra is a 

dynamic speaker with a powerful 

message that impacts everyone in 

the room! “ 

Sharla Brown, Founder One Woman 

 


